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uncertain future began to show in sagging battle
performance, which ultimately resulted in a
demotion from her previous command rank.
Although Liz has managed to stop what promised to be a
long, hard fall from grace and retain her slot in the
Shiva Keshik, her battlefield abilities remain diminished,
and her loyalty to Galaxy Commander Rosse’s vision for the
Spirit Cats’ future is rather questionable. Meanwhile,
she desperately hopes that The Republic’s crisis is only
temporary, and she prays for the return of normalcy
and order.
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Jointly developed between Clans Blood Spirit and
Sea Fox, the lightweight Crimson Hawk was conceived as a light
strike ’Mech, with much of its mass devoted to firepower and
armor rather than speed. Intended for built-up terrain or swarm
tactics, this ’Mech featured twin extended-range lasers as its
main armament, allowing it to deliver serious damage at extreme
distances. Some Blood Spirit variations were produced, however,
that mounted heavy large lasers for greater punch in exchange
for reach and some degree of accuracy.
BS571-08H is one of the latter configurations, intended more
for hitting power than sniping fire. Piloted by Liz Nostra of
the Spirit Cats, this ’Mech is nicknamed “Wanderer” to reflect
Nostra’s uncertain future. Liz prefers to keep herself mobile,
jumping into and out of covering terrain while sniping with her
heavy lasers — a sound tactic for one piloting so light a ’Mech.

NAME: LIZ NOSTRA
FACTION: Spirit Cats
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DOB: 12/09/3103
HAIR: Black
EYES: Gray

Trueborn and Bloodnamed, Liz Nostra of the Nova Cats was at
the top of her career just before the HPG network crashed.
Having built her entire career around service to the Nova
Cat people and The Republic at large, this attractive and
deadly dark-skinned warrior had racked up an impressive
string of victories battling pirates and raiders from the
neighboring Great Houses.
The crash of the interstellar communications grid,
however, shattered Liz’s view of the future, and her
failure in seeking a vision to explain her future path
left her dismayed and listless. Her concern for the

MECH: CRIMSON HAWK
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Serial Number: BS571-08H
Mass: 25 tons
Chassis: York II XT
Power Plant: 125 York XL
Cruising Speed: 55 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: Clan Series
Type 1 Light
Armor: Compound 6A
Armament:
2 Series 4D-2 Heavy
Large Lasers

